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EDITORIAL:  As a new year moves along, we are encouraged to explore new ways of working together 
for a better world through collaboration and networking. This issue underlines examples of how groups 
of consecrated men and women are enthusiastically engaged in promoting the message of nonviolence, 
strengthening efforts to make Laudato Si embedded in our life and ministry with special attention to the 

plight of the vulnerable and voiceless such as children and adolescent refugees and migrants.
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THE WORLD DAY OF PEACE MARCH FOR PEACE

On January 1st hundreds of persons gathered in the 
Piazza of Castel Sant’ Angelo to begin the traditional 
march for the World Day of Peace. Prayers and testi-
monial sharing prepared the participants for a reflective 
time. Particularly moving was the witness of a Syrian 
refugee who described deplorable conditions which led 
her to flee her county and to begin a new life in Italy. 
With the children leading the procession we were re-
minded that the future belongs to them and that they 
want peace. The accompaniment of two school bands 
added a hopeful feeling that with prayer and the efforts 
of many persons the situations could be better. Many 
signs held high named areas of conflicts. Our hearts 
were focused on both the destruction and the peace 
building efforts in countries such as Syria, South Su-
dan, Palestine, Israel, Venezuela and Ukraine. It was 
obvious that there is a global world war being fought 
piecemeal, as Pope Francis has said. 
Once in the Piazza of St. Peter, Pope Francis greeted 
the gathering at the time of the Angelus with en-

couraging words to do good in this New Year, to the 
extent that each of us could. In fact, he stressed that 
with God’s help we could do good every day. The Pope 
asked everyone to say “yes” to peace, “no” to hatred 
and violence, and “yes” to fraternity and reconciliation. 
Our responses were loud and clear. 
Pope Frances recalled that fifty (50) years ago, Blessed 
Pope Paul VI began to celebrate the World Day of 
Peace to strengthen our joint efforts to build a peace-
ful and communal world. In this year’s message, Pope 
Francis proposed that we take nonviolence as a way for 
peace.
The Community of San Egidio planned the event and 
the JPIC Commission was one of the sponsors.
For more resources to promote the World Day of Peace 
Message–Nonviolence: a Style of Politics for Peace, vis-
it https://nonviolencejustpeace.net/

LINKS: Click underlined blue text to open a link or copy and paste the url on your browser window

Missionary Sisters of the Holy Spirit (SSpS), Maria Theresia Hörnemann (holding 
the sign) and Mary John Kudiyiruppil. Their Sr. Veronica Rackova was killed by 
the SPLA night patrol in South Sudan, while she was driving an ambulance. Two of 
their Sisters are now serving in the South Sudan Project.

Children leading the march.
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THANK YOU US AMBASSADOR KENNETH 
HACKETT TO THE HOLY SEE

Members of the Caravita Community in Rome hosted 
an appreciation event for Ambassador Ken Hackett, 
who was to return to the US having completed his 
assignment in Rome. Many words of gratitude were 
spoken in recognition of his leadership and collaborative 
spirit.
The Ambassador shared freely of his personal experi-
ences highlighting the prayer day for Syria, the visit of 
President Obama to Rome, and the visit of Pope Francis 
to the US. When he was asked how to cultivate positive 
relationships with the Vatican, he commented on the 
need to respect the culture of the Vatican and the im-
portance of establishing relationships and not just being 
concerned about transactions.
Sr. Sheila gratefully acknowledged publicly that there 
were many ways the Ambassador shared broad and deep 
enrichment experiences with JPIC Promoters. Discus-
sions around issues related to Africa, the environment, 
defense, peace building, faith based work, and health-
care, are just some of the wonderful opportunities we 
had been involved in.
Ambassador Hackett remarked that he was conscious 
of his solidarity with religious because he greatly val-
ued their input. He offered these experiences because 
he was grateful for the many times that men and 
women religious have shown him hospitality, places to 
stay when he was doing his work of service with the 
poor. Since they were close to what was happening, he 
sought and valued their insights. 
On behalf of the JPIC Promoters who have benefitted 
from these experiences, we expressed a big thanks to 
the Ambassador and his wife Joan. In the course of his 
sharing, he mentioned one book which he felt was par-
ticularly helpful during his time as ambassador—The 
Road to Character by David Brooks.

Ambassador Kenneth Hackett, Kathy Schmittgens, SSND and Sheila Kinsey, FCJM. 
Photo taken by Joanne Safian, RSHM, General Secretary Religiose del Sacro Cuore di Maria.

NONVIOLENCE AND THE RIGHT OF PEACE

Nonviolence and the Right to 
Peace was the theme for the 
JPIC promoters of the Spanish 
and Portuguese group meeting, 
on January 13, 2017. Father Re-
nato Sacco, national coordinator 
of Pax Christi Italia, was the 
special guest invited to share his 
experience; because, he is known 
for his radical commitment to 
the promotion of nonviolence.
Sr. Julia Arciniegas introduced 
the theme through a PowerPoint 
presentation on the tragedy of 
“Hiroshima, 70 years later,” a 
symbol of the absurd violence 
of nuclear weapons of mass de-
struction. 
Fr. Renato began his reflection 
by commenting on this page of 

history and affirming the need to work so that, all the 
peoples of our wounded world today can enjoy the 
right to peace. This would be experienced not only in 
the light of the UN Declaration (12.11.1984), but also 
in reaffirming the guidelines recently given by Pope 
Francis in his Message for the World Day of Peace 
2017.
“We all want peace”, said Fr. Renato, “but for Chris-
tians, peace is a gift from heaven, not just the result of 
our efforts. Moreover, Christ is our Peace: He has left 
us peace as the precious gift of His resurrection.”
Emphasizing the methodology of see-judge-act, he in-
vited us to understand the reality and challenges of the 
present with the question: “How many wars exist to-
day in the world?” Counting the forgotten conflicts for 
their long duration, there are approximately 30 or 40 
armed conflicts in action. They are long wars sustained 
by money ....billions of Euros used in armies, arma-
ments, and new technologies for war. This is the mon-
ey that is not used to build peace, to improve life with 
social goods such as education, healthcare, hospitals, 
schools etc., but to sustain the arms trade. In north-
ern Italy, for example, there are currently 70 nuclear 
bombs, far more powerful than those used in what was 
intended to “assist in the restoration of peace in Japan.”
What can we do? This is the question that Fr. Renato asked 
and answered through some very concrete suggestions:
1. We can be agents of truthful information through 

means that present what is happening in reality. In 
Italy, for example, we can find such information in 
Pax Christi Magazine “Mosaico di pace”, in “Nigri-
zia, in  journals published by the Comboni,, and on 
some websites such as:  www.conflittidimenticati.
org, www.retedisarmo.org, www.banchearmate.org.

 Father Renato Sacco, national 
coordinator of Pax Christi Italia.

 Sr. Julia Arciniegas, FMA, Inter-
national Coordinator of JPIC
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2. Read Pope Francis’ messages and addresses in de-
tail. The Pope takes every opportunity available to 
denounce what threatens peace. This is evident in 
his latest messages to the popular movements and 
to the diplomatic corps.

3. We are to form ourselves as a community to read 
our current reality, to see and judge it in the light 
of the Gospel rather than being guided by the 
mainstream news that is manipulated, according to 
convenient clichés. Wrong information produces 
subliminal violence and creates harmful attitudes 
which give benefit to the warlords.

4. We need to assume nonviolence as a personal com-
mitment, and evangelical attitude following Jesus’ 
example who, when he was confronted by violence 
he raised questions that called others to reflect. We 
need to live every year, starting on January 1st, the 
World Day of Peace, as the beginning and continu-
ation of a year of peace.—Contributor: Sr. Julia Arcinie-
gas, FMA, International Coordinator of JPIC

AN OPPORTUNITY TO CHALLENGE OUR-
SELVES AS ARTISANS OF PEACE

The English JPIC promoters met in their January 
monthly meeting at the UISG offices as usual to reflect 
on opportunities available to be artisans of peace. Our 
presenter Andreas Göpfert, Mafr has a background of 
studies in peacebuilding and extensive experience in 
conducting workshops on nonviolence in parts of West 
Africa.

After the opening prayer which was based on Pope 
Francis’ Message for the World Day of Peace 2017, 
Andreas introduced the session with this exercise: each 
of us was asked to write a word or phrase on a piece 
of paper in answer the question, “What does living 
in peace mean for me?” As we gave our responses, he 
grouped them under various dimensions of peace. It 
emerged that we had clearly identified the dimensions 
of basic needs and the interpersonal aspects of peace 
and to a certain extent, the social, cultural, politi-
cal and economic elements as well. However, in our 
responses we did not express other dimensions very 
strongly.  For example, the spiritual and religious di-
mension (surprising for a group like ours), the inter-
national dimension, the ecological and environmental 
dimensions – articulated clearly in Laudato Si– or the 
intergenerational dimension particularly the inher-
itance of the past and the impact on the future. Andre-
as said that this pattern of response was much the same 
in other groups who did the same exercise. 
This was our first challenge. The key point is that all 
the dimensions of peace are interconnected. Andreas’ 
power point presentation shows a diagram of the in-
terconnected dimensions of living in peace. It shows, 
for example, how the issue of migration is linked to the 
international peace dimension through acceptance or 
not in other countries. It also demonstrates how fear or 
ignorance of different cultures can create prejudice. We 
were challenged to look at the formation we offer in 
our communities. If the skills of social analysis are un-
developed we cannot fully understand the internation-
al dimension of peace; and likewise, the perspective of 
the intergenerational dimension of peace.
In order to link peace-building to justice, Andreas spoke 
of a further exercise he would normally do in a workshop. 
(In today’s session, we were limited by time.) Small groups 
would be asked to take one of the dimensions of peace 
and provide examples about it from experience. This ex-
ercise is very important to deepen our understanding of 
peace. Pope Francis has demonstrated the use of examples 
in his World Day of Peace Message 2017. 
A further challenge was to see the shift from conflict res-
olution to conflict transformation. The aim of the first is 
to resolve something. The aim of the second is to build 
something. Again this is the means to linking the issue 
of peace to justice. Conflict transformation involves 
changing structures, improving relationships and devel-
oping processes and systems. This is shown more fully in 
the PowerPoint.
We were then helped to understand the distinctions 
between different types of nonviolence (principled, stra-
tegic, pragmatic and tactical). Each was explained and 
we were given good references to current literature on 
conflict transformation (available on the owerPoint.). 
We were shown the relationship of ‘actors’ in peace-
building and their connection to dialogue as a contribu-

Andreas Göpfert, Mafr putting down the responses to the question: What does 
living in peace mean to me?
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tion to peace through a pyramid diagram. We were also 
reminded of the words of Pope Francis in the exhortation 
Evangeli Gaudium (especially #238 and #250)
In our follow up discussion we looked at these questions:
How can we help our religious sisters and brothers,
�� To be more aware of the importance of dialogue as 

a contribution to peace? 
�� To get even more involved in peacebuilding activi-

ties through dialogue of life and dialogue of action?
Andreas opened up constructive challenges to our under-
standing of peacebuilding in this session and provided 
very concrete means and strategies to help us become bet-
ter advocates in this area. As Pope Francis was quoted in 
the Message for the World Day of Peace 2017, “Everyone 
can be an artisan of peace”.
For the PowerPoint of the session, go to http://www.
jpicroma.org/peace-c1bm9.—Contributor: Anne Correy RSCJ, 
International JPIC Coordinator

CATHOLIC NONVIOLENCE INITIATIVE (CNI)

Members of the leadership team of CNI 
continue to reflect on the recent message 
for the World Day of Peace—Nonviolence: 
a Style of Politics for Peace. At this time we 
are considering a deeper understanding of 

the concept of the United Nations regarding the “Re-
sponsibility to Protect” (R2P). As active members of 
CNI, the JPIC Secretariat is engaging in dialogue with 
persons holding a variety of perspectives. Some of the 
resources for our consideration include:
�� What is the R2P? UN Office of Special Advisor for 

Prevention of Genocide: http://www.un.org/en/
preventgenocide/adviser/responsibility.shtml

�� International Coalition on R2P: http://www.re-
sponsibilitytoprotect.org/index.php/about-rtop

�� Commentary on R2P. Catholic Nonviolence Ini-
tiative FAQ’s: https://nonviolencejustpeace.net/
frequently-asked-questions/#atrocities

�� “The First Response: Peaceful Means in the 3rd 
Pillar of R2P” Dec. 2015: http://www.stanleyfoun-
dation.org/publications/pab/Bellamy3rdPillar-
PAB116.pdf

If anyone would like to be engaged in this deeper and 
broader reflection and dialogue with this effort, please 
contact the JPIC Office and we would welcome your 
insights and sharing: jpicroma@gmail.com.

A CONVERSATION ON THE UN MINING GROUP

The JPIC Secretariat invited Margaret Mayce, OP, for 
a conversation in the JPIC Office, while she was in 
Rome. Sr. Margaret is the Dominican Representative 
to the United Nations and the new Co-chair of the 
Mining Working Group (MWG) at the UN in New 
York  We had a very informative and engaging discus-
sion about the MWG and the collaborative efforts of 
the Integrity of Creation Working Group (ICWG). 
Vincent Anesthasiar, CMF, was representative of 
ICWG and Celestina Veloso Freitas, OP represented 
the JPIC Commission.  
Sr. Margaret spoke of the successful advocacy efforts of 
the MWG to have water declared as a human right in 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). This process 
involved the active engagement of other organizations. 
In fact the group had become so knowledgeable about 
water concerns that they have written a book on Water 
Justice Guide geared for persons at the grassroots. It will 
be available soon in English, Spanish and Portuguese.
There are about thirty (30) non-governmental organ-
izations as members of the MWG. The focus is on 
human and environmental rights as related to extrac-
tive industries. They have studied issues so carefully 
and have documented so many abuses that they have 
prepared court cases regarding the violations of human 
rights. These efforts are very supportive of the initiative 
to have an UN International Treaty for International 
corporations for Human Rights.
The various mining group members try to make con-
tact with the UN Embassies and the UN Permanent 
Missions so as to have the opportunity to offer pres-
entations at side events and to raise and address their 
concerns when there are UN Meetings. 
Regarding efforts coordinated in Rome, Sr. Marga-
ret was shown the JPIC Roma website section of the 
ICWG which included the mining booklet, “A See, 
Judge, Act Reflection: The Impacts of Mining,” 2013 
survey and analysis data and the listing of various 
resources. We also discussed the impacts of mining 
articles written and researched by the National Catholic 
Reporter (NCR). Both the members from the MWG 
and contacts from the survey have provided helpful in-
formation for the reporters.

Vincent Anesthasiar, CMF, Celestina Veloso Freitas, OP, Sheila Kinsey, FCJM, Margaret 
Mayce, OP, and Felix Mushobozi, CPPS.
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As in the past years, the ICWG will continue to col-
laborate with the MWG because together we can make 
a greater impact in addressing the needs of human 
rights. We are considering some future skype contacts 
between both groups.
The MWG has developed a website that will be active 
at a later date.

WOMEN’S MARCH IN ROME

On January 21st, the people of the 
world moved their feet and raised 
their voices for equality. The Wom-
en’s March in Washington was ac-
companied by more than 600 “sis-
ter marches” in 81 countries, on all 
seven continents and broke records 
with reports of nearly five million 
people participating worldwide. 
The effort fostered broad support 
through several “unity principles,” 

addressing issues of family, healthcare, immigration, 
environmental protections, nonviolence and gender 
justice. In Rome, a few hundred people gathered in 
Piazza della Rotonda in solidarity with the Women’s 
March, with many members of the JPIC working 
group on the Collaboration of Men and Women in 
Ministry in attendance. Signs and chants were positive 
and peaceful, some reading: “Migrant Lives Matter,” 
“Build Bridges, Not Walls,” and “I’m with her” (point-
ing to a picture of the Earth). The marches are consid-
ered the first step in a renewed culture of solidarity and 
resistance to proposed roll-backs of civil and human 
rights and protections, both in the U.S. and in our in-
terconnected world. —Contributor: Kate McElwee, member of 
Collaboration of Women and Men in the Church Working Group 

LAUDATO SI AND CATHOLIC INVESTING: 
CLEAN ENERGY FOR OUR COMMON HOPE

“Climate change is a global problem with grave implica-
tions: environmental, social, economic, political and for 
the distribution of goods. It represents one of the princi-
pal challenges facing humanity in our day.” (LS 25) 

On January 27, an International 
Conference, Laudato Si and Catho-
lic Investing: Clean Energy for Our 
Common Home, gathered over 
200 participants to boldly consider 
the ethical imperative to act from 
the UN Convention for Climate 
Change. Representatives from 
dioceses, religious congregations, 
Catholic educational institutions, 
Catholic development organiza-
tions and Catholic media from a 
variety of countries, spanning the 

continents gathered for this major 
event. 
A broad range of speakers created a very 
informative and inspiring day on in-
vesting in clean energy. Keynote speak-
er, Cardinal Turkson, Prefect of the Di-
castery for Promoting Integral Human 
Development, provided the foundation 
for the conference by highlighting cen-
tral issues of care and investor responsi-

bility. Christiana Figueres, who worked tirelessly for the 
COP 21 agreement, called for a variety of solutions that 
would positively impact the current emissions trajecto-
ryOther presenters shared evidenced based cases for the 
fossil fuel divest-reinvest movement and urged others 
to consider this impact with their investments. Exam-
ples illustrated how the transformation of our energy 
systems would be delivered to the poorest men and 
women in the world. Stories were shared about the im-
portance of supporting workers affected by the climate 
change efforts. Attention to this transitional phase was 
imperative. 
The financial perspective was frankly considered re-
garding investor risk and fiduciary duties changing in 
light of climate change. Divest-invest case studies and 
initiatives were shared by those personally involved 
with the practical, technical, and cultural implications.
An interesting discussion pursued as a result of the vast 
amount of information and experiences shared during 
the day.
The event closed with a call for all to consider the pos-
sibility of building a movement as Catholic investors in 
clean energy for our common home. 
The JPIC Commission of USG and UISG was a 
co-convener of this conference. For more information, 
go to http://catholicclimatemovement.global/

DICASTERY FOR PROMOTING INTEGRAL 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

The New dicastery for promoting Integral Hu-
man development officially promulgated by 
Pope Francis’ with the Motu Proprio “Humanun 
Progressionem” dated August 17, 2016, has put 
together the Pontifical Councils for Justice and 
Peace, the Pastoral Care of Migrants and Itinerant 
People, “Cor Unum” and the Pastoral Assistance 
to Health Workers whose activities have ceased 
from January 1st 2017. The JPIC Commission 
of USG–UISG is communicating with the new 
dicastery.

Keynote speaker, Cardinal 
Turkson, Prefect of the Di-
castery for Promoting Integral 
Human Development

Christiana Figueres
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FEBRUARY INTENTIONS OF POPE FRAN-
CIS

1-28 February—Comfort for the Afflicted. That 
all those who are afflicted, especially the poor, ref-
ugees, and marginalized, may find welcome and 
comfort in our communities. http://www.apostle-
shipofprayer.org/2017-intentions/
11th February—25th anniversary of the World 
Day of the Sick. The theme for this year is 
Amazement at what God has accomplished: “The 
Almighty has done great things for me…”(LK 
1:49). For the message from Pope Francis https://
w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/messages/sick/
documents/papa-francesco_20161208_giorna-
ta-malato.html.

INTERNATIONAL DAYS OF OBSERVANCE 
IN FEBRUARY

6 February—International Day of Zero Tolerance 
for Female Genital Mutilation. “The sustaina-
ble Development Goals contain a specific target 
calling for an end to FGM. When this practice is 
fully abandoned, positive effects will reverberate 
across societies as girls and women reclaim their 
health human rights and vast potential.”—UN Sec-
retary General Ban Ki-Moon 
http://www.un.org/en/events/femalegenitalmutila-
tionday/index.shtml
20 February —World Day of Social Justice which 
supports efforts of the international community 
in poverty eradication, the promotion of full em-
ployment and decent work, gender equity and ac-
cess to social well-being and justice for all. http://
www.un.org/en/events/socialjusticeday/
For a listing of days of the international days of the 
year go to http://www.un.org/en/sections/obser-
vances/international-days/

Published by the JPIC Commission Secretariat
Executive Co-Secretaries: Felix Mushobozi, CPPS and Sheila Kinsey, FCJM 
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Tel: (39)06.6622929  Mobile: (39)3314348103/(39)3400611596  
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JPIC PROMOTERS MEETINGS 

In February there are many activities for prayer and 
awareness against human trafficking. See attached flyer.
�� 1 February—Spanish and Portuguese Speaking 

Promoters Meeting “Nonviolence and Forced Dis-
placement” from 9 am to 12 pm at UISG.

�� 3 February—Seminar “They are just children! Not 
slaves! Voices of women on Trafficking of children 
and adolescents” at Gregorian University Piazza 
della Pilotta, 4, 9:00 am to 1:00 pm, (English and 
Italian) 

�� 4 February—Prayer for Anti Trafficking at OG-
NISANTO PARISH, Via Appia Nuova 244- time 
4:00pm

�� 6 February—English Speaking CORE Group 
from 3 pm to 5 pm at the Fratelli

�� 7 February—Integrity of Creation Working 
Group (ICWG) from 3 pm to 5 pm at the Fratelli

�� 8 February—Feast of St. Josephine Bakhita: the 
International Day of Prayer and Awareness Against 
Human Trafficking, prayer experiences and events 
are being sponsored. Vigil of Prayer and other ma-
terial available on www.preghieracontrotratta.org. 
Flyer of events included.

�� 14 February—Anti-Trafficking Working Group 
from 3 pm to 5 pm at the Fratelli

�� 15 February—English Speaking Promoters Meet-
ing 9 am to12 pm at UISG hosted by the Refugees 
and Migrants Working Group. Theme: Looking 
ahead to our respose to the migrants crisis.

�� 16 February—Refugees and Migrants Working 
Group (RMWG) 3 pm to 5 pm at the Fratelli

�� 23 February—Collaboration of Women and Men 
Working Group (CWG) from 3 pm to 5 pm at 
UISG

�� 24 February—Africa Working Group (AFW) 3:30 
pm to 5:30 pmat the Missionaries of Africa Curia

�� 24 February—Prayer “Nonviolence and Forced 
Displacement” from 7 pm to 8 pm at San Marcello

�� 27 February—ICR at FAO Office at the Passion-
ists from 3 pm to 5 pm 
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SAVE THE DATE

JPIC Commission sponsored seminar
Promoting Nonviolence: as a Style of politics for Peace

Speaker: Dr. Maryann Cusimano Love  
Associate Professor of International Relations in the Politics Department 

Catholic University of America, Washington, DC

Date: Saturday March 18, 2017, 9am to 12pm

Venue to be determine

“As you announce peace with your mouth, make sure that you have greater peace.”—Saint Francis of Assisi 

THE INTERNATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER AND AWARENESS AGAINST HUMAN TRAFFICKING  

February 8, 2017
 Liturgical memory of Saint Bakhita

#theyarejustchildrennotslaves 
Watch and share the spot 

To know more about this Day established by Pope Francis in 2015, click here.
 Let us pray and be informed on the widespread phenomenon of the trafficking of children and adolescents. 

On the website, www.preghieracontrotratta.org, you can find more information and materials. 

We invite you to participate in your community and in your city. If you are in Rome, you can see the events 
proposed for the week from 1 to 8 February 2017 at www.preghieracontrotratta.org.
You can take part in this initiative by:
1. Organizing a prayer: download the text
2. Contacting the press to raise awareness:

�� download the press release
�� read testimonials to sensitize
�� send the video spot
�� send the audio spot

3. Hanging the poster in your community or parish
4. Reading something about the phenomenon of trafficking
Very often mere children are involved in sexual trafficking, as in the case of three cousins ?? aged 8 and 9 years from 
a poor family in Cebu City, Philippines, trafficked for cybersex. “A guy approached our mothers and asked if we 
wanted to earn some money,” say the little ones. “He asked to take us to a place to meet foreign people on the in-
ternet. According to him, he would only show our faces on the computer and in return would give 100 pesos. Our 
mothers, thinking about money they would receive, accepted the offer. The guy convinced us to go with him to help 
our families. Since we were very poor, we believed in his promises.” But very soon they found themselves involved 
in a terrifying reality. They were threatened not to tell at home what they were forced to undergo. Thanks to the 
intervention of the local police, they managed to escape. The girls followed a recovery program, but the psychological 
damage suffered has marked them forever.


